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NEWS

The StructureSafe on-site safety training course for marquee and temporary fabric structures
crews has gained recognition by the Olympic organisers, MUTA has announced.
Structure specialist De Boer has agreed an informal partnership with Star Events Group and
large format printing company XG Group,broadening the range of services and products on
offer to customers.
Ambulance staff from across the country have joined forces in London to test their response to
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incidents ahead of the 2012 Games.

PROFILE

Dubbed CockRock by its fans, Cockermouth Rock festival has been gifted £2000 worth of
accreditation by ID&C, a UK leading security wristband supplier, as winner of the company's
Grass Roots Festival Competition.

LONDON GAMES

PKL Group, a leading supplier of temporary kitchens and commercial catering equipment, is
calling for event operators and contract caterers to get their orders in for summer equipment as
soon as possible, after new research which highlights the strain that this summer’s events,
including the London 2012 Olympics, could put on catering equipment for hire.

EVENT MEDICAL PROVISION

The Red Cross is gearing up for the London Olympics, which is going to pose an
unprecedented challenge to the UK’s emergency sevices and statutory responders.

SECURITY

- G4S Events, a leading independent event safety and security company, has been
awarded a contract as the sole security provider at one of Scotland’s largest music festivals,
Rockness which takes place 8-10 June.

Event Organiser Magazine is the official journal of TESA (The Event Services Association),
the UK body representing event organisers and suppliers to the industry. The magazine is
published five times a year and distributed to key names in the trade.
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